Current aspects on the management of viral uveitis in immunocompetent individuals
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Abstract: Viruses are a fundamental etiology of ocular inflammation, which may affect all structures of the organ. Advances in molecular diagnostics reveal an increasingly broader spectrum of virus-associated intraocular inflammation, including all members of the herpes family, rubella virus, and other more rare causes such as Epstein–Barr and chikungunya virus. In particular, viruses of the herpes family are important causes of anterior and posterior uveitis. Owing to their often fulminant clinical course and persistence in ocular tissues, a clear differential diagnosis between alpha- and beta-type herpes viruses is essential to guide acute and long-term treatment. Here, we review the epidemiology, clinical, and laboratory findings of virus-associated uveitis with emphasis on their therapy and management and include our own experience.
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Introduction

Human beings are a natural reservoir for a number of viruses. This may explain the fundamental role of these infectious agents in several diseases, including uveitis. Worldwide, a high seroprevalence of viral infections can be observed. It is beyond the scope of this article to describe all viral infections with intraocular manifestations. Instead, the goal of this article is to highlight viral infections that are most common and relevant for the ophthalmologist. This includes in particular rubella virus, herpes simplex virus (HSV), varicella-zoster virus (VZV), and cytomegalovirus (CMV).

Many viruses share in common a lifelong persistence of their genome in infected tissues and the risk of reactivation. Asymptomatic virus shedding occurs in immunocompetent individuals with variable frequencies depending on the specific virus and host factors such as age and prior symptomatic disease. Interestingly, there are distinct genotypes of each of these viruses that can be differentiated. A finding may have clinical implications, since reinfection with different strains might be possible and resistance to commonly used antivirals may occur.1,2 Infection in the immunocompetent host results in lifelong immunity in the majority of individuals. However, individuals with immature or diminished immune function, e.g., infants and the elderly, are at particular risk of acute infection and recurrence. The humoral immune response based on virus-specific antibodies is an important defense mechanism, but does not seem to be essential for recovery from herpes virus infection. Acute control of infection is mainly dependent on virus-specific T lymphocytes, which eliminate intracellular pathogens. The activity of these lymphocytes may temporarily diminish or even disappear from patients in the acute phase disease and is restored during convalescence. Both virus-induced cytopathology and the subsequent inflammatory response are responsible for ocular damage.
Herpes virus-associated anterior uveitis

Although a large proportion of anterior uveitis is noninfectious and associated with the HLA-B27 haplotype, viruses are regarded as an important cause of infectious anterior uveitis. Half of the human herpes viruses, which belong to the Herpesviridae family, are known to cause anterior uveitis.

These include HSV,\textsuperscript{1,2} VZV, and CMV. Other than rubella virus, other rare causes include Epstein–Barr virus, human parvovirus, and chikungunya virus.\textsuperscript{4–10}

Epidemiology

Herpes simplex virus

The HSV infection is transmitted by direct skin-to-skin contact. It lies latent within the fifth cranial nerve sensory ganglion and reactivates from time to time, causing recurrent disease. HSV infection may manifest initially in the periocular skin and cornea or may present solely as an acute anterior uveitis in the fourth and fifth decades of life. Both sexes are equally affected.\textsuperscript{11}

Varicella-zoster virus

Primary VZV infection is a blistering febrile illness following which the virus lies dormant in the neural sensory ganglia. VZV anterior uveitis may manifest during the sixth or seventh decades of life following reactivation of the virus in the ophthalmic division of the fifth cranial nerve due to the age-related decrease in VZV-specific cell-mediated immunity.\textsuperscript{12,13} During the infection, occlusive iris vasculitis develops and the virus antigen has been detected in the stroma and vascular endothelial cells of the iris.\textsuperscript{14} Surprisingly, the widespread use of varicella vaccine today may not have lessened the incidence of zoster infection and indeed has been reported to trigger it.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Cytomegalovirus

CMV infection is often subclinical or may cause a mild flu-like illness that goes unnoticed. It is unclear how the virus enters the eye but inclusion bodies have been identified in the iris, ciliary body, cornea endothelium, and the trabecular meshwork in the immunocompromised.\textsuperscript{17} The virus is known to remain latent in monocytes until reactivated. CMV can cause an acute, recurrent, hypertensive, or chronic anterior uveitis. It presents at a younger age in the acute form (third to fifth decade) than in the chronic (fifth to seventh decade) form; but in both the entities, there is a male predominance.\textsuperscript{18}

Variations in geographic distribution

While HSV and VZV infections occur worldwide without a racial predilection, CMV uveitis has predominantly been reported among the Chinese and Japanese.\textsuperscript{19–21} Chee et al from Singapore reported on eyes with hypertensive anterior uveitis and found that the majority was positive for CMV (88.5%) or HSV but not for VZV on aqueous polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis.\textsuperscript{21} In contrast, Babu et al from South India found that of PCR-proven viral anterior uveitis, two-thirds were positive for VZV, 19.4% for HSV, and 8.3% for CMV.\textsuperscript{10}

On the other hand, Misericoci et al reported 241 cases of viral ocular infection in an Italian population of which 42 had solely anterior uveitis. HSV (83.3%) was the most common cause, followed by VZV (11.9%) and CMV.\textsuperscript{22}

Clinical features

Herpes simplex virus

This typically presents acutely with an injected eye and raised intraocular pressure (IOP) in 38%–90% of eyes.\textsuperscript{22,23} Careful observation may reveal the presence of corneal scars in 33% of cases and a reduced corneal sensation.\textsuperscript{24} Keratic precipitates (KPs) may be granulomatous or nongranulomatous, and the anterior chamber activity is generally moderate with flare and cells. There may be dilated iris blood vessels and segmental iridoplegia with flattening of the pupil. Posterior synechiae may develop in 38% of cases.\textsuperscript{24} There may be corectopia or sectoral iris transillumination defects from previous episodes causing iris epithelial or stromal defects in up to 50% of cases, which in severe cases may induce glare.\textsuperscript{25} Diffuse iris atrophy is uncommon (10% of eyes).\textsuperscript{24} Vitritis may be seen in 43% of eyes.\textsuperscript{24} Rarely, HSV has been reported to cause Posner–Schlossman syndrome (PSS), Fuchs uveitis syndrome, or acute iris depigmentation and pigmentary glaucoma.\textsuperscript{26–27} The inflammation becomes chronic with persistently raised IOP unless specific antiviral therapy is instituted.

Although both HSV-1 and HSV-2 can cause ocular infections such as acute retinal necrosis, HSV-1 is more commonly detected in association with keratouveitis and anterior uveitis than HSV-2.\textsuperscript{28} As most authors do not subtype the HSV, there is a lack of data regarding the differences in clinical presentation, if any.

Herpes VZV

Acute hypertensive anterior uveitis with granulomatous or nongranulomatous KPs may present 2 weeks following the eruption of vesicles in the distribution of the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve. Alternatively, it may present without dermopathy (herpes zoster sine herpete). Moderate anterior chamber cellular activity and flare develop, with iridoplegia and posterior synechiae in 40% of cases.\textsuperscript{24} Corneal scars may be observed in 25% of cases.\textsuperscript{24} The KPs, which
may be small or medium sized, and trabecular meshwork tend to become pigmented even without treatment, and the IOP that is elevated in 40%–75% of cases may become recalcitrant to therapy. Patchy or sectoral iris atrophy may develop in up to 88%, but diffuse iris atrophy has not been reported. The severity of iris atrophy and pupil distortion is closely associated with the aqueous viral load. Vitritis develops in 83% of eyes.

Cytomegalovirus
Acute CMV anterior uveitis

The acute recurrent hypertensive anterior uveitis associated with CMV is also known as PSS. The eye is usually not injected or may be mildly so, secondary to the acute rise in IOP. The mean presenting IOP is 50 mmHg. A few small- and medium-sized KPs are seen centrally. The anterior chamber cells are few at this stage and may increase from 1+ to 2+ over the next few days. Flare is minimal, and posterior synechiae are absent. The iris may manifest patchy or diffuse stromal atrophy, rarely sectoral. With repeated episodes that may be transient and self-limiting, the patient may progressively lose vision from glaucomatous optic neuropathy.

Chronic CMV anterior uveitis

In chronic anterior uveitis associated with CMV, eye discomfort and blurring are the usual presenting symptoms. There may be mild ocular injection, diffuse fine or stellate KPs scattered uniformly across the endothelium, and moderate anterior chamber activity. Flare is minimal, and posterior synechiae are absent. The iris may show patchy or diffuse stromal atrophy but without heterochromia even in advanced cases. The IOP may be elevated, but the magnitude of pressure is not as high as that in the acute disease.

Features common to acute and chronic CMV anterior uveitis

In both the acute and chronic CMV anterior uveitis, the KPs may be distributed in a ring pattern to form coin-shaped lesions, which are pathognomonic of CMV. KPs may also be noted to be in a linear pattern just above the limbus inferiorly. Another characteristic finding is nodular endothelial lesions, which are round, white, and centrally positioned and have a translucent surrounding halo. Seen more commonly in the chronic anterior uveitis, they are associated with CMV infection and may represent infected swollen endothelial cells. They become pigmented over time. Small patches of endotheliitis may also occur with uveitis, and immune ring formation has also been reported. Miyanaga et al showed that an inverse correlation between the aqueous viral load with the endothelial cell count exists. Indeed, a reduced endothelial cell count may strengthen the suspicion of CMV in the absence of keratitis.

A recent publication described the presence of posterior segment manifestations other than retinitis associated with these CMV anterior segment infections. They include a delay in arm–retina time, epiretinal membrane, macular edema, disk swelling, and periphlebitis.

Diagnostic approach

A viral infection of the anterior segment is suspected in the presence of the following features: raised IOP at presentation, iris atrophy, corneal scars, and fresh pigmented KPs. Table 1 summarizes the differences among the three herpes viruses discussed in this article. VZV and CMV tend to be unilateral, while HSV may be bilateral in 18% of eyes. The clinical course varies among the three viruses, being recurrent in HSV, acute or chronic in CMV, and chronic in VZV anterior uveitis.

When present, skin lesions in the neural distribution of the ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve help differentiate VZV from HSV-1 anterior uveitis, which may be preceded by crops of vesicles on the eyelids.

Corneal involvement may be seen in all three viral infections but differ in type. Both HSV and VZV are associated with decreased corneal sensitivity and neurotrophic ulcer. HSV (57%–61% of eyes) is associated with dendritic ulcer, disciform keratitis, and interstitial keratitis. VZV (58% of eyes) may cause dendritiform ulcer, nummular keratitis, and limbal keratitis. Immune ring keratitis has been reported in CMV infection.

The KPs in acute and chronic CMV are quite characteristic in appearance and distribution, especially if accompanied by coin-like lesions or nodular endothelial lesions. However, the fine or stellate diffusely distributed KPs in the chronic CMV anterior uveitis should be differentiated from Fuchs uveitis syndrome caused by other viruses such as rubella, in which the KPs look similar but do not become pigmented and persist despite treatment.

Iris atrophy occurs in 41%–51% of eyes in HSV, 25%–88% of eyes in VZV, 43% of eyes in acute CMV anterior uveitis, and 60% of eyes in chronic CMV anterior uveitis. Sector iris atrophy may be caused by HSV, VZV, or CMV but spiral atrophy typically associated with VZV. Diffuse atrophy is more commonly associated with CMV or rubella but can also be caused by HSV. HSV and VZV may cause atrophy of the stromal or pigment epithelial layer, whereas CMV tends to mainly affect the stromal layer.
Laboratory investigations

Although viral serology may be helpful in excluding a viral etiology when negative, the presence of immunoglobulin G (IgG) is not helpful in confirming the diagnosis as most adults would have had prior exposure to these viruses. A positive IgM indicates concurrent active systemic infection but does not prove ocular infection. Viral cultures are too slow and lack sensitivity.

Today, PCR analysis of aqueous sampled at the slit lamp or with the patient supine under aseptic conditions for viral DNA is the most commonly used technique to confirm the diagnosis during the acute phase. Goldmann-Witmer coefficient, which determines local intraocular antibody production against the virus, generally taken to be positive when the value exceeds 3, is another useful test that may take up to 2 weeks to become positive in the acute phase, but remains positive in chronic uveitis. In the immunocompromised, PCR is more useful than Goldmann-Witmer coefficient. Combining both tests increases the sensitivity. As false negatives may occur, these tests may need to be repeated and should best be done during the spike of IOP (if present), especially when suspecting CMV prior to initiating therapy.21 Interestingly, viruses may coexist in an ocular infection.37 Thus, the first step of screening for viruses can be done using quantitative PCR, followed by real-time PCR to confirm the finding and to quantify the virus. The purpose is twofold: first, to help to identify the virus that is causing the infection based on the viral load, and second, to determine the appropriate treatment.28

Differential diagnoses

Although PSS has been most frequently associated with CMV, the association with HSV has also been reported.25 In some cases of PSS, PCR analysis of aqueous is repeatedly negative and may thus be due to an unknown virus. Fuchs uveitis syndrome is associated with rubella in the West and CMV in East Asia, although the association with HSV has also been reported.26,38 Very often, there may not be sufficient clinical features to help one differentiate HSV from VZV or CMV, and aqueous analysis is required to confirm the diagnosis in order to guide therapy. Clinical features are summarized in Table 1.

Therapy

Herpes simplex virus

The treatment of HSV keratitis has been well studied, but these studies were not powered to evaluate the role of acyclovir (ACV) in the treatment of anterior uveitis. However, the data suggest that the duration of anterior uveitis may be shortened by the prompt use of therapeutic doses of antiviral therapy and that maintenance therapy may be effective in decreasing disease recurrence.39,40 Most cases of HSV anterior uveitis are controlled with topical corticosteroids to reduce the anterior segment inflammation, cycloplegics such

| Table 1 The comparison of the epidemiology, clinical features, complications, and clinical course among the three herpes viruses |
|---|---|---|---|
| HSV | VZV | CMV acute | CMV chronic |
| Age | 30–50 years | 50–70 years | 20–50 years | 40–70 years |
| Sex | Equal | Equal | Males (65%) | Males (80%) |
| Race | All | All | Predominantly Asian | Predominantly Asian |
| Laterality | Bilateral in 18% of eyes | Unilateral | Unilateral | Unilateral |
| Skin involvement | ± crops of vesicles | ± va dermatome blisters | ± nodular endothelial lesions 26% | ± nodular endothelial lesions 60%, immune ring |
| Cornea | Scars 12%–33% | Scars 2.5%–9% | Normal | Normal |
| Corneal involvement | 57%–61% | Corneal involvement 58% | Granulomatous | Fine, stellate, diffuse ± pigmented |
| Corneal sensation | Reduced | Reduced | Granulomatous or nongranulomatous | Moderate |
| KP | Granulomatous or nongranulomatous | Granulomatous or nongranulomatous | Nongranulomatous | Minimal |
| AC cells | Moderate | Moderate | Few | Normal |
| AC flare | Moderate | Moderate | Minimal | Absent |
| Pupil shape | May be irregular | May be irregular | Normal | Absent |
| Posterior synechiae | May be present 25%–38% | May be present 0%–40% | Absent | Absent |
| Iris atrophy | Sector or spiral 25%–46% | Sector, circular 25%–88% | Patchy or diffuse, rarely sector 43% | Diffuse or patchy 60% |
| IOP | Elevated 38%–90% | Elevated 40%–75% | Elevated 100% | Elevated 69% |
| Vitritis | 43% | 83% | 0% | 9% |
| Glaucoma | Present in 18%–54% | Present in 30%–40% | 23% | 36% |
| Cataract | Present in 28%–35% | Present in 27%–30% | 23% | 75% |
| Recurrence | In 15%–65% | In 13%–51% | 100% | NA |

Abbreviations: HSV, herpes simplex virus; VZV, varicella-zoster virus; CMV, cytomegalovirus; va, cranial nerve V1; KP, keratic precipitate; AC, anterior chamber; iOP, intraocular pressure.
as cyclopentolate 1% bid to reduce pain and prevent posterior synechiae, and oral ACV 400 mg five times daily in 4 weeks. In severe or recurrent disease, maintenance therapy of ACV 400 mg bid is effective in preventing relapse. Alternatively, valacyclovir (Val), which is a prodrug with improved bioavailability, may be used at a dose of 500 mg three times a day (tds) for treatment and 500 mg bid for maintenance. Systemic antiviral therapy should be combined with low-dose corticosteroid drops for years, if not for life, to prevent relapse. In eyes with raised IOP, antiglaucoma medications are given topically such as timolol maleate 0.5%. Eyes with severe elevation of IOP require oral carbonic anhydrase inhibitors, and filtration surgery may be indicated in medically uncontrolled glaucoma with optic neuropathy.

When preparing the eye for surgery, such as cataract removal, the eye should be quiescent and prophylactic oral antiviral and topical corticosteroids may be beneficial.

**Varicella-zoster virus**

When treating acute VZV infection, ACV 800 mg five times daily for 10 days given within 72 hours of onset of skin lesions reduces incidence and severity of episcleritis, dendritiform keratopathy, stromal keratitis, and anterior uveitis. However, the duration of treatment for chronic VZV anterior uveitis should be for at least 4 weeks or longer, especially if the patient is immunocompromised. The maintenance dose of ACV 400 mg tds may be beneficial to prevent relapse. Alternatively, Val 1 g tds or famciclovir 500 mg three times daily may be used. Topical steroids given to control the inflammation must be tapered very slowly to avoid rebound inflammation.

**Cytomegalovirus**

CMV infection should be treated with ganciclovir or valganciclovir. Various modes of antiviral therapy have been tried, and they include oral valganciclovir 900 mg bid for 6 weeks followed by 450 mg bid for another 6 weeks or more, intravitreal 2 mg/0.1 mL weekly for 3 months, topical ganciclovir gel 0.15% five times daily for 3 months, and ganciclovir implant and intravitreal ganciclovir (2 mg/0.05 mL) followed by oral valganciclovir.

Systemic therapy and implant resulted in a good response but were associated with a high relapse rate. Intravitreal injections had lower response and high relapse rate. Combining intravitreal injections with systemic antiviral therapy appeared to give good outcomes over a 15-month follow-up. Recently, Sobolewska et al found that 64% can stop therapy without relapse after a mean of 14 months of continuous oral valganciclovir, but this duration may vary with the individual.

In the clinical setting, the treatment of each case varies and is customized to the severity of the disease. It is important to highlight that antiviral therapy reduces viral replication but does not eradicate it. Furthermore, valganciclovir can potentially cause bone marrow and renal toxicity. When prescribing these antivirals, monitoring of full blood count and renal function are important as the dose of medication may require adjustment. In addition to these potential side effects, cost is another issue that requires consideration, especially when these medications may be given for a prolonged period. Hence, in mild disease, treatment is administered topically, reserving the systemic therapy to more severe cases. As CMV causes visual loss by inducing glaucomatous optic neuropathy, cataract, or endothelial cell loss, these risk factors are taken into consideration when deciding upon therapy. The approach to treatment for CMV anterior uveitis is summarized in Figure 1.

In the acute recurrent hypertensive uveitis associated with CMV where the viral load is low and recurrences are infrequent, treatment may take the form of ganciclovir gel 0.15% five times daily for treatment (0.15% Virgan gel; Laboratoires Théa, Clermont-Ferrand, France). Topical corticosteroids should be given if there is significant inflammation, for example, prednisolone acetate 1% bd. This may then be tapered and replaced by topical nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as ketorolac tromethamine 0.4% qid. When treating the IOP that may attain levels far higher than that encountered in HSV and VZV, prostaglandin analogs that have been reported to trigger CMV anterior uveitis should be the last option.

In eyes with chronic CMV anterior uveitis with a moderately high viral aqueous load of 10⁵ or more copies of viral DNA/mL of aqueous, treatment may be initiated with topical ganciclovir with anti-inflammatory ± antiglaucoma treatment outlined in the “Acute CMV anterior uveitis” section. If the inflammation responds poorly, especially if the IOP remains persistently elevated, a switch of the antiviral therapy from topical to systemic should be considered. These severe cases that are recalcitrant to topical therapy will often respond to oral valganciclovir 900 mg bid initially for 4–6 weeks and then reduced to the maintenance dose of 450 mg bid until the repeat aqueous PCR converts to negative.

There is a tendency for 80% of acute anterior uveitis and 86% of chronic anterior uveitis cases to relapse after successful treatment for 3 months (91% of acute anterior uveitis cases and 88% of chronic anterior uveitis cases respond...
to therapy). Hence, some patients are unable to come off therapy and may require topical or maintenance dose of oral antiviral therapy combined with topical NSAIDs indefinitely with antiglaucoma medications. Figure 2 summarizes the suggested treatment approach.

**Prognosis**

Generally, the prognosis of viral anterior uveitis is good if diagnosed correctly and treated with specific antiviral therapy and topical steroids or NSAIDs. Cataract develops in 28%–35% of HSV, 27%–30% of VZV, 23% of acute, and 75% of chronic CMV anterior uveitis eyes. Glaucoma occurs in 18%–54% of eyes with HSV, 30%–40% of eyes with VZV, 23% of eyes with acute CMV anterior uveitis, and 36% of eyes with chronic CMV anterior uveitis. Despite modern antiglaucoma medication, 60% of CMV anterior uveitis may still require glaucoma surgery to prevent visual loss. An awareness of the presentation of viral anterior uveitis and how to investigate and treat is of paramount importance since missing the diagnosis and treating only with steroids may result in intractable glaucoma, cataract, and loss of vision.

**Summary of herpes associated anterior uveitis**

HSV, VZV, and CMV may present with hypertensive anterior uveitis. Hypertensive anterior uveitis usually presents acutely except CMV chronic anterior uveitis. HSV presents in the fourth decade, VZV in the sixth decade, and CMV from third up to the ninth decade of life. CMV more commonly tends to affect males and Asians. Most herpetic ocular involvement is unilateral except for HSV, which may be bilateral. Reduced corneal sensation, scars, and neurotrophic ulcers may be associated with HSV and VZV but not with CMV. KPs may be granulomatous or nongranulomatous in HSV and VZV diseases, but are granulomatous in acute CMV and fine, stellate, and evenly distributed in chronic CMV anterior uveitis.

Anterior chamber activity may vary from mild to moderate. Posterior synechiae and sector iris atrophy may develop

---

**Figure 1** Treatment approach to herpetic anterior uveitis.

**Abbreviations:** PCR, polymerase chain reaction; HSV, herpes simplex virus; VZV, varicella-zoster virus; CMV, cytomegalovirus; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
in HSV and VZV anterior uveitis but CMV anterior uveitis is associated with patchy or diffuse stromal iris atrophy. Vitritis is common in VZV, less frequent in HSV, and rare in CMV anterior uveitis. Cataract and glaucoma are complications common to all herpes viruses.

Diagnosis may be confirmed by aqueous PCR. Treatment is with specific antiviral therapy combined with topical steroids and/or NSAIDs. Maintenance therapy may be required to prevent recurrence.

**Herpes virus-associated posterior uveitis**

**Epidemiology**

Acute retinal necrosis (ARN) syndrome, first reported by Urayama et al is a serious progressive ocular condition characterized by retinal necrosis, retinal vasculitis, and intraocular inflammation. The causative agents are VZV, HSV-1, HSV-2, and rarely, CMV or Epstein–Barr virus. Data from a British registry reported an incidence of 0.5–0.63 patients/year of ARN, a number that remained fairly stable over the last decade and has been recently confirmed in a German survey. There is a consistent finding that relates the subtype of virus with patient’s age. VZV is more likely to be found in middle-aged and older patients, whereas HSV-1 and HSV-2 are the predominant cause in young adults and children. This may have direct therapeutic and prognostic consequences. VZV-induced infections have an overall poorer prognosis that may need a higher antiviral treatment. The reason for the poorer outcome of VZV-ARN probably relates to specific viral features and/or age-related changes. Although the detailed pathophysiology of ARN remains unclear, it is believed to be a local reactivation of latent persisting viruses. Clearly, the immune response plays an important role in ARN, underlined by the finding of peripheral VZV-primed T lymphocytes that are temporarily suppressed in ARN patients.

Even when CMV-ARN is uncommon in HIV-negative individuals, it needs attention. Even a rather limited immune dysfunction related to advanced age (n=4), diabetes mellitus (n=4) and noncytotoxic immunotherapy (n=3) was identified as the underlying cause.

**Clinical features**

Typical clinical features include a rapid onset of pan-uveitis, dominated initially by vitritis, vasculitis, and retinitis in the peripheral retina. Rapid spread, both circumferentially and centrally, occurs within hours and few days. Typically, the retinitis presents as either confluent or multifocal patches of retinitis. The destructive nature of the disorder is related to the rapid extension of vasculitis involving both retinal as well as choroidal vessels and occlusive perivascular. Most important, approximately one-third of patients may suffer from (milder) involvement of the second eye, probably by spreading over the optic nerve. This occurs typically within 6 weeks, but may present even decades following the initial infection. The risk of bilateral infection may be
decreased with prompt antiviral therapy.\textsuperscript{57} An anterograde (forward) expansion of infection was resolved yielding new mutations, which may be important for neuroinvasiveness.\textsuperscript{60,69} Possibly, intraocular persistent viruses have acquired additional mutations, which allowed them to migrate into the contralateral optic nerve and the eye. Progression of retinitis can be commonly controlled within 2–4 weeks, when immediate treatment is instilled. When the acute course has subsided, retinal thinning and atrophy remains with often sharply demarked areas predisposing for retinal breaks.\textsuperscript{59,60} Additional inflamed vitreous organization results in proliferative vitreoretinopathy. In up to 70% of the primarily affected eyes, rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (RD) occurs.\textsuperscript{60–63} Further complications of ARN may include chronic vitritis, macular edema, optic atrophy, epiretinal membrane formation, and viral relapse with cessation of antiviral medication.\textsuperscript{61}

### Diagnostic approach

The commonly used diagnostic criteria and definition so far have been purely based on clinical findings.\textsuperscript{64} Recently, a modification has been suggested by the Japanese ARN Study Group that seems overdue, since it not only includes a graduation of intraocular findings but also emphasizes determination of the exact viral etiology.\textsuperscript{65}

### Laboratory investigations

For diagnostic purpose, a small sample volume (50–100 μL) of aqueous humor is sufficient to detect the presence of VZV, HSV, or CMV-DNA.\textsuperscript{59,66–68} Sensitivity and specificity of PCR to detect VZV, HSV, or CMV in these patients is 95%, 94%, and 97%, respectively, and is higher in immunocompromised patients.\textsuperscript{69–71} The use of quantitative PCR may even allow to monitor the viral load, providing additional helpful information leading to potential therapeutic consequences.\textsuperscript{72,73} The differentiation between HSV and VZV as most frequent etiologies of ARN may have therapeutic and prognostic consequences. A large study based on 81 eyes confirmed that VZV infection results in poorer prognosis with more severe damage and sequela when compared to HSV. RD was 2.5-fold more common in VZV-affected eyes and a significantly greater degree of visual loss ($P=0.016$) was reported (62%) as compared to HSV-ARN (24%). Therefore, viral identification may serve as a key to predict outcome in these patients.\textsuperscript{52}

Atypical presentations of other etiologies need to be excluded and treated completely different. This includes syphilitic retinitis, toxoplasmic retinochoroiditis, intraocular lymphoma, sarcoidosis, tuberculosis, toxocariasis, Behçet’s disease, and other retinal vasculitides.

### Therapy

#### Systemic antiviral treatment

As soon as typical clinical findings are present, antiviral treatment needs to be initiated.

Since the causative role of VZV, HSV-1, HSV-2, or CMV can be distinguished, a clear target for therapy is established. As it might be expected, no randomized controlled trials are available; however, a clear treatment strategy is required to cope with this often fatal disorder. The standard of care in ARN remains intravenous (IV) administration of ACV since its gastrointestinal absorption varies significantly.\textsuperscript{74} The half-life of ACV lasts ~3 hours only. Therefore, it is initially necessary to apply ACV three times daily at a dosage between 10 mg/kg and 15 mg/kg.\textsuperscript{75} In patients who are likely to be infected with VZV, the higher concentration of ACV should be chosen. IV treatment should be continued for at least 7 days, before medication can be switched to oral administration.

Several small pilot studies (n=10) suggested the use of oral agents such as Val-ACV (three times daily at a dosage of 1,000 mg) and famciclovir (three times daily 500 mg) instead of initial IV administration.\textsuperscript{75,76}

Since ACV (commonly given at a daily dosage of three to five times 800 mg) is eliminated mainly via the kidneys, patients with impaired renal function have a prolonged half-life in the circulation and higher serum concentrations.\textsuperscript{77} This may relate to kidney and central nervous system toxicity.\textsuperscript{78} Because VZV is more likely to occur in older patients with already higher risk of renal problems, this needs to be taken into account.

#### Intravitreal antiviral treatment

Limited data are available on the combined use of systemic ACV plus foscarnet. Foscarnet is even more nephrotoxic than ACV; therefore, combined systemic treatment bears additional risks. Subsequently, the intravitreal use of foscarnet has been favored allowing higher drug bioavailability and circumventing systemic exposure. It improved the prognosis regarding visual function and reduced the risk of RD.\textsuperscript{79} Wong et al reported that eyes treated with additional intravitreal foscarnet (n=56) had a 40% lower rate of RD in VZV-ARN (53.6% vs 75.0%).\textsuperscript{79} In another 2-year follow-up study, patients receiving a combination of systemic and intravitreal antiviral therapy had a two-line or greater visual acuity improvement and again a reduction in RD.\textsuperscript{80}
Similar observations were reported by Meghpara et al. Three of the four eyes with extended ARN (25%–50% retina involvement) receiving intravitreal foscarnet had an improvement in visual acuity of two or more Snellen lines. It might be concluded that the higher concentration of intravitreal medication results in more effective control of viral replication, with subsequent prevention of retina necrosis and destructive sequelae. In practical terms, the typical dose of 2.4 mg/0.1 mL intravitreal foscarnet can be administered without dilution from the commercially available IV solution. We and others administer intravitreal foscarnet in highly suspected patients directly at the time when diagnostic aqueous humor sampling is performed.

Intravitreal injections of ganciclovir have also been used for the treatment of active CMV-ARN given two or three times weekly (2 mg/0.1 mL). Not all reports are in line with improved outcomes using newer antiviral strategies, eg, Val-ACV, famciclovir, or intravitreal applications. Tibbetts et al reported similar clinical results comparing patients treated with ACV-only (n=36) and those with newer approaches (n=22). In both the groups, functional outcome (20/200 or worse) was seen in 24% per person-year (P=0.91). The risk of RD was approximately 50% in each group (P=0.59). However, given the unstratified design of the study and comparison of small subgroups, these conclusions are limited.

Prevention of second eye involvement

Preventing the risk of virus spreading to the fellow eye is an essential treatment goal and strongly advocates prolonged oral treatment. So far, no controlled studies on the important question of how long treatment needs to be kept are available. A minimum period of 6 weeks seems rational, since most occurrences in the second eye develop within this time. A recent survey among German uveitis centers report that oral antiviral treatment was continued for 6 months in 27% of respondents, followed by 3 months (24%), and was even extended over 12 months in 18% of respondents.

Resistance to ACV

The widespread use of ACV and the increasing number of immunocompromised patients led to an increase in ACV-resistant HSV. Still, resistance to ACV is relatively rare. So far, only case reports have been suggestive that HSV-resistant strains may become a problem in ARN. Resistance is more a concern in immunocompromised hosts with a frequency between 2.5% and 14%. If ACV-resistant HSV and VZV strains are suspected, foscarnet should be used since it does not require activation by thymidine kinase. Ganciclovir-resistant CMV strains are also sensitive for foscarnet; however, the rate of foscarnet resistance in CMV is increasing.

Anti-inflammatory treatment

The role of steroids in ARN remains controversial. There are many documented cases when systemic or intravitreal injected steroids provoked the onset of ARN. The fulminant inflammatory nature of the disease and highly upregulated proinflammatory cytokines (eg, IL-6 and interferon gamma), however, suggest that suppression of intraocular inflammation is important. Systemic corticosteroids (0.5–1 mg/kg/day) have been suggested to alter the progression. There was however a tendency of higher RD rate in patients receiving steroids. The authors suggested that this correlation was due to more severely affected eyes with a higher likelihood for this complication.

Anticoagulation

ARN often leads to occlusive retinal arteritis that may result in optic nerve head damage, raising the question for antithrombotic treatment. A low-dose approach using aspirin (100 mg/day) is often implemented, but its value and benefit remains controversial. Again, for the more severe course of VZV infection, a higher dose (300 mg/day) has been suggested.

Laser photocoagulation

Since there is a remarkable high rate of RD, in particular, in VZV-ARN, we and others place a multiple row of laser spots posterior to the affected necrotic area whenever possible. However, the role of photocoagulation in patients with ARN remains controversial, and an earlier study reported that there was no effective barrier and no prevention for progression. It was even reported that, as in proliferative diabetic retinopathy, the vitreous–retina adhesion can be destabilized leading to subsequent retinal breaks.

Vitreous surgery

The role for early, elective vitrectomy remains under debate. Most studies are biased because vitrectomy is more likely performed in severely affected eyes. Several authors conclude that prophylactic vitrectomy did not improve the final outcome in ARN, irrespective of its severity. However, we as others have seen patients who profit from early vitreous removal. Major arguments for this invasive management include:
1. Vitreous material can be used for diagnostic purpose.
2. Removal of inflamed vitreous debris may reduce inflammatory components.
3. Secondary complications (RD) are frequent due to vitreous traction and might be early on prevented.
4. Follow-up in these patients might be improved due to better visualization.

When RD occurs in ARN, there are often both rheumatogenous and tractional components. Subsequently, both factors need to be addressed. Pars plana vitrectomy, lenectomy, air–fluid exchange, endolaser, and long-acting gas or silicone oil tamponade have shown success in RD repair and recovery of vision. Since removal of silicone oil is often followed by redetachment, often a permanent tamponade is advocated. Addition of a scleral buckle does not seem to affect visual and anatomical outcomes nor does the use of silicone oil versus gas tamponade. In most patients, despite anatomic success, final visual function remained limited – particularly when the infection has involved the optic nerve and/or macula.

Prognosis
ARN remains a serious disorder that needs prompt attention and management. Risk factors that determine the visual prognosis in ARN include delay of correct diagnosis, VZV as underlying infection, and high viral copy number in ocular fluid. Despite an guarded prognosis, prompt systemic and intravitreal antiviral treatment may result in improved visual outcomes and protection of the second eye.

Conclusion
Viruses are an important etiology of acute and chronic intraocular inflammation. Ophthalmologists should be aware of the key clinical features and appropriate investigations that are needed for their diagnosis. Prompt identification of the infection requires analysis of intraocular specimen that can limit further unnecessary diagnostic workup and prevent treatment with potentially harmful immunomodulatory agents. Considering the biology of different viruses, their expansion, and persistence in ocular tissues, the treatment needs to be prompt, specific, and long-term continued. Given the high prevalence of herpes viruses and the risk of reactivation in the elderly, this may favor preventive measures. The impact of vaccines that are approved, eg, for VZV in immunocompetent subjects, remains still unclear.
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